Signers of petition from Alliance of World Scientists

1. Amory, Charles post-doctoral researcher (FNRS) / polar climatology University of Liège Belgium
3. Ataro, Assefa Forest Resource and Ecological Restoration SNNPRS Environment Forest and Climate Change Control Authority Ethiopia
4. Bachelet, Dominique Associate Professor, senior research / Climate Change Impacts Modeling Oregon State University United States of America (the)
5. Bailey, Liam Post-doctoral Fellow, Climate Change Ecology Institute of Zoo and Wildlife Research Germany
6. Baker, Jessica Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Forest-climate interactions University of Leeds United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
7. Bauch, Simone Consultant on climate change and land use NO PLACE Brazil
8. Bood, Nadia Climate Change Officer and Marine Scientist World Wildlife Fund Belize
9. Boucher, Olivier Climate scientist Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace France
10. Braby, Justine Climate Change, SLM, Zoology, Ecology Progress Namibia Namibia Brazil, Beth Director of Foundation Relations/Climate Science Woods Hole Research Center United States of America (the)
11. Brogniez, Helene Associate Professor / Physics of Climate LATMOS / University Paris-Saclay France
12. Brooks, Daniel Climate change and emerging diseases specialist University of Nebraska United States of America (the)
13. Carducci, Michele Full professor Comparative Constitutional Law &Climate Law CADEAUM University of Salento - Lecce Italy
14. Carter, Peter Climate policy director Climate Emergency Institute Canada
15. Castellana, Daniele PhD candidate in Climate Physics Utrecht University Netherlands (the)
16. Courtillat, Margot PhD student in Paleoclimatology CEFREM France
17. da Silva, Dakir Larara Professor/Geógrafo e Climatologista UFRGS - Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul Brazil
18. Ddumba, Saul Daniel Lecturer/Climate Science, Geography, Environmental Science & Policy Makerere University Uganda
19. de Kock, Melissa Climate informed conservation NO PLACE South Africa
20. de las Heras Muela, Emilio Author of a Blog on Climate Change and Economy Expansion Spain
21. De Roo, Linus PhD student, tree survival under climate change Ghent University Belgium
22. DeRepentigny, Patricia PhD Candidate, Arctic sea ice and climate modeling University of Colorado Boulder United States of America (the)
23. Dolak, Lukas Researcher, Historical climatology NO PLACE Czech Republic (the)
24. Dormoy-Boulanger, Jade Biology, climate change, cyanobacteria UQAM Canada
25. Dufour, Pauline Céline PhD candidate, Climate change biology/conservation physiology The university of Hong Kong Hong Kong
26. Engelstaedter, Sebastian Climate Research Analysis Scientist University of Oxford United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
27. Fain, Xavier Research scientist / Paleoclimatology CNRS France
28. Fairhead, Laurent Research Engineer / Climatology LMD/IPSL/CNRS France
29. Falk, Ulrike Climate Research German Weather Service (DWD) Germany
30. Fogwill, Christopher Professor of Glaciology and Palaeoclimate Keele University United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
31. Foujols, Marie-Alice HPC and Climatology IPSL Institut Pierre Simon Laplace France
32. Gabrysch, Sabine Professor for climate change and health Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research and Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin Germany
33. Garcia Molina, Marta Research Technician, Paleoclimatology CEREGE. Aix-Marseille University France
34. Ghan, Steven Climate Scientist NO PLACE United States of America (the)
35. Gonzalez, Patrick Associate Adjunct Professor, climate change University of California, Berkeley United States of America (the)
36. González-Gaudiano, Edgar Researcher in climate change education Universidad Veracruzana Mexico
37. Goodman, Roger Bachelor of Science in Climate Change Management Murdoch University Australia
38. GUIOT, JOEL Professor climatology CNRS France
39. Hampton, Shaun Reid Palaeoclimatologist Environmental Sustainability and Green technology Keele University, UK Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
40. Hanna, Dr Liz Climate Change & Human Health Researcher Australian National University Australia
41. Harris, Rebecca Lecturer in Climatology and climate impacts researcher University of Tasmania Australia
42. Heeb, Luca Climate Change Manager CAB International Switzerland
43. Hofer, Stefan Climate researcher University of Bristol United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
44. Honegger, Matthias Research Associate, Environmental and Political Sciences University of Utrecht, IASS and Perspectives Climate Research Germany
45. Huebener, PD Dr. Heike Senior Researcher in Meteorology, Lecturer in Climate Geography Univerity Gießen Germany
46. Irving, Damien Climate scientist University of New South Wales Australia
47. Jennings, Michael Ecologist specializing in biotic responses to climate change University of Idaho; Retired, U.S. Forest Service United States of America (the)
48. Johnson, Raymond Chemist/Director Institute of Climate Studies NFP United States of America (the)
49. Jones, Roger Professorial Research Fellow, Climate risk Victoria University Australia
50. Kahle, Emma Paleoclimate University of Washington United States of America (the)
51. Kammann, Claudia Professor Climate Change Impact Research for SpecialCrops, Biogeochemistry, greenhouse gas fluxes Hochschule Geisenheim University Germany
52. Kauffman, J Boone Climate Change Biology Oregon State University United States of America (the)
53. Kautz, Lisa-Ann Postdoc Institute of Meteorology and Climate Research, Department Troposphere Research, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Germany
54. Kerchev, Ivan Senior Researcher, PhD in ecology (forest entomology) Institute of Monitoring of Climatic and Ecological Systems of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences Russian Federation (the)
55. KIHUMURO, Phillip Research Associate/Biodiversity/Climate Science World Agroforestry Uganda
56. King, James DPhil Candidate in Climate Science University of Oxford United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
57. Kisel, Yael Analytics Lead, Climate Smart Program City of San Jose United States of America (the)
58. Koppel, Maximilian Research Engineer in climate reasearch on vegetablecrops Hochschule Geisenheim University Germany
59. Lahoda, Marek PhD student, Climatology Masaryk University & Global Change Research Institute (Czech Globe), Czech Academy of Sciences Czech Republic (the)
60. Lamanna, Christine Climate Change Scientist World Agroforestry Kenya
61. Lambert, Erwin Postdoc climate physics Utrecht University Netherlands (the)
62. Le Roy, Benjamin PhD student in Urban Climatology Centre National de Recherches
   Météorologiques France
63. Lemoine, Anthony PhD candidate in Hydroclimatology IRSTEA France
64. Linge, Stefan Nordic Master in Cold Climate Engineering DTU Space Denmark
65. Maggini, Ramona Researcher in spatial conservation planning under climate change NO PLACE
   Australia
66. Marsham, John Associate Professor, Weather and Climate Science University of Leeds and
   National Centre for Atmospheric Science United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
67. Martin, Rowan Climate change biology University of Cape Town South Africa
68. Martinez-Arroyo, Amparo General Director and Researcher / Ecology and Climate Change
   National Institute of Ecology and Climate Change Mexico
69. Martius, Christopher Managing Director, and Team Leader, Climate Change, Bioenergy and Low-
   Carbon Emissions Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) Germany gGmbH Germany
70. Massé, Laurent Maître de conférences palaeoclimatology UMR EPOC Université de Bordeaux
   France
71. MERCALLI, Luca Climatologist, environmental journalist Italian Meteorological Society Italy
72. Merritt, Robert Climate Change project manager Conservation International United States of
   America (the)
73. Michel, Magny DR-CNRS émérite -palaeoclimatology/palaeoenvironment CNRS France
74. Molina-García, Alejandro PhD, Leadership on Health and Climate Change Ministry of Health at
   Michoacan State Mexico
75. Morgenstern, Olaf Principal Scientist, Atmosphere and Climate NO PLACE New Zealand
76. Moron, Vincent Professor of geography (climatology) Aix-Marseille University France
77. Morse, Andy Professor of Climate Impacts University of Liverpool United Kingdom of Great Britain
   and Northern Ireland (the)
78. Mrisha, Chediel Climate change adaptation officer Tanzania Wildlife Research Institute Tanzania,
   United Republic of
79. Mukhopadhyay, Sudarshana PhD candidate, hydro climatology North Carolina State University
   United States of America (the)
80. Muñoz Muñoz, María PhD. in Marine Spatial Planning / Member of the Mediterranean Climate
   Change Research Group Spanish Oceanographic Institute Spain
81. Nieters, Anne Scientific researcher climate economics Institute of economic structure research
   (GWS mbH) Germany
82. Nyanga, Charles Marine Ecosystems Based Management and Climate Change Zambia College of
   Agriculture Zambia
83. Octaviano, Claudia General Coordinator for Climate Change Mitigation National Institute of
   Ecology and Climate Change Mexico
84. Olefs, Marc Head of climate research, climatologist ZAMG Austria
85. Onkels, Fabian Geography / Climatology / Referat fuer Oekologie und Nachhaltigkeit Wuerzburg
   University Germany
86. Ortiz Partida, Jose Pablo Climate and Water Scientist Union of Concerned Scientists United States
   of America (the)
87. Ortiz Partida, Jose Pablo Climate and Water Scientist Union of Concerned Scientists United States
   of America (the)
88. Panthou, Geremy Researcher, Climatology/hydrology Institute of Environmental Geosciences
   (IGE), Grenoble-Alpes University France
89. Parey, Sylvie Research Engineer climate change impact, energy, extreme events NO PLACE
    France
90. Pausata, Francesco Professor in Climate Dynamics UQAM Canada
91. Pawar, Sayali **Research Assistant** (GIS and Climate change) Swansea University United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
92. Pereira, Luis **Professor Emeritus**, Water Resources and Climate universidade de Lisboa Portugal
93. Phakisi, Tshepo **Environmental Health Practitioner** - Climate & Health Researcher University of Cape Town South Africa
94. Plöciennik, Mateusz assistant professor/palaeoclimatology, paleolimnology Department of Invertebrate Zoology and Hydrobiology, University of Lodz Poland
95. Postic, Sebastien **Researcher - Taxation, Development**, and Climate Institute for Climate Economics France
96. POVEDA, GERMAN FULL PROFESSOR – HYDROCLIMATOLOGY UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL DE COLOMBIA ATMEDELLIN Colombia
97. Riede, Felix Professor of Environmental Humanities and Climate Change Archaeology Aarhus University Denmark
98. Ritter-Fiebeorn, Nils Dipl. Environmental Scientist Climate Protection Manager Leuphana University Lueneburg Germany
99. Rivers, Jerry Environmental Scientist North American Climate, Conservation and Environment (NACCE) United States of America (the)
100. Robinson, Alexander Assistant professor of climate science Complutense University of Madrid Spain
101. Robles, Rafael Climate Change **Director** Secretaría de Ecología y Medio Ambiente, Gobiernodel estado de Quintana Roo Mexico
102. Robson, T Matthew Plant Scientist, UNEP EEAP (Environmental Effects Assessment Panel) on Climate Change and Ozone Depletion University of Helsinki Finland
103. Rodríguez Uña, Asun PhD **student** Basque Centre for Climate Change - BC3 Spain
104. Round, Christopher **Senior Climate Change Specialist** Booz Allen Hamilton United States of America (the)
105. Roy Chaudhuri, Nairita PhD **Researcher (Climate change law** and autonomous adaptation in India) Tilburg University Netherlands (the)
106. Rybka, Harald Climate Scientist German Weather Service Germany
107. S. Hofmann, Gabriel **Researcher/Climate Universidade La Salle, Canoas Brazil**
108. Sackett, Penny DPhD Physics, Honorary Professor at Climate Change Institute Australian National University Australia
109. Samitier, Salvador **Head of the Catalan Office** for Climate Change /Chemistry Generalitat de Catalunya Spain
110. Santos, Filipe Duarte Full professor geophysics, climate change science and sustainability University of Lisbon Portugal
111. Sauve, Drew PhD **Student** - Ecological and Evolutionary Responses to Climate Change Queen’s University Canada
112. Savary, Romain Researcher on coral reef response to climate change EPFL, Lausanne Switzerland
113. Scao, Vincent Paleoclimate CEA France
114. Schindler, Johannes PhD Climate Science, MSc Physics **NO PLACE** Switzerland
115. Shackleton, Sheona Climate and Development Univ of Cape Town South Africa
116. Shiel, John PhD (Eng) in adapting Australian houses for climate change Enviro Sustain Australia
117. Sigala, Jorge Evolutionary Ecology and Climate Change National Institute of Ecology and Climate Change Mexico
118. SIMA, Adriana **Research Engineer**, climate modeling **CNRS** France
119. Simelton, Elisab Climate change scientist World Agroforestry (ICRAF) Viet Nam
120. SIMONET, Guillaume **Independent Researcher on Adaptation to Climate Change** - Environmental Sciences Abstraction Services France
121. Singh, Tanya **Researcher** climate change and health Wageningen UR - Wageningen Environmental Research Netherlands (the)
122. Sommers, Aleah Postdoctoral Fellow, civil engineering, ice sheet and climate modeling National Center for Atmospheric Research United States of America (the)
123. Souza, Andre Technical Advisor Climate and Energy Brazil
124. Speich, Sabrina Professor of Physical Oceanography and Climate Sciences Ecole Normale Supérieure PSL University, LMD-IPSL France
125. Srur, Ana Researcher Dendroclimatologist IANIGLA CONICET CCT Mendoza Argentina
126. Sterner, Erik O Researcher in pedagogics of climate change University of Gothenburg Sweden
127. Steward, Peter Research Fellow Agricultural Climate Resilience ICRAF / University of Leeds Kenya
128. Sthel, Marcelo Researcher/Climate change NO PLACE Brazil
129. Terli, Özden Meteorologist (Diploma) on Screen/ Climate Communicator German Television Germany
130. Thiery, Wim Professor climate science Vrije Universiteit Brussel Belgium
131. Turney, Chris Professor of Climate Change and Earth Science University of New South Wales Australia
132. Van Boxel, John H. Meteorology and climatology University of Amsterdam Netherlands (the)
133. van de Ven, Dirk-Jan Postdoc Researcher, Economics Basque Center for Climate Change Spain
134. vanuytrecht, Eline Research & Development Climate VITO - Flemish Institute for Technological Research Belgium
135. Vergara, Walter Climate Change WRI United States of America (the)
136. Vergeiner, Johannes Climate research Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik Austria
137. Vidal, Jean-Philippe Hydroclimatologist Irstea France
138. Vidal Merino, Mariana Climate Change Adaptation Technische Universitaet Dresden Germany
139. Wadhams, Peter Climate change research Cambridge University United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the)
140. waelbroeck, claire climate scientist CNRS France
141. Webb, Steve Professor, Palaeoclimatology/Palaeoanthropology Bond University Australia
142. Weiss, Anna Climate Resilience Post-Doctoral Research Fellow University of Belize Environmental Research Institute Belize
143. Wieners, Claudia Postdoc Climate Economics Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna Italy
144. Wiscombe, Warren Emeritus climate scientist NASA Goddard Space Flight Center United States of America (the)
145. Wraith, Jenna PhD Candidate/ Conservation biology and climate change Griffith University Australia
146. Yang, Mary Climate Action Commission City of Solana Beach United States of America (the)
147. Zarnetske, Phoebe Assistant Professor, Climate Change Ecology Michigan State University United States of America (the)
148. Zerefso, Christos Head, Research Center for Atmospheric Physics and Climatology Academy of Athens Greece
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